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Members of a hazardous
materials team decontaminate
members who had just exited
a U.S. post office on Oct. 25,
2001. A new math model
shows response time would
be key in a widespread
anthrax attack. (Daniel
Hulshizer/AP Photo)

Calculating the Unthinkable
New Model Suggests Faster Methods
Needed to Deliver Anti-Anthrax Meds

By Amanda Onion

March 18 — If a terrorist were to
launch a large-scale anthrax attack on a
major U.S. city, would we be ready?

 
Not ready enough, mathematical calculations
suggest.

Three scientists have created a mathematical
model to determine what kinds of reactions
would be critical following the hypothetical
release of 1 kilogram of anthrax spores in a city
of 10 million people (roughly the size of New
York City).

What they found is time is of the essence. And
so far, they say, the lack of government anthrax
response plans and a dearth of adequately
trained medical workers does not bode well.

"The problem is anthrax is a fast-progressing
disease and they'd have to get antibiotics to
people's mouths within six hours," said
Lawrence Wein, a mathematician at Stanford
University. "For every day delay, our
calculations show we'd lose 10,000 people."

Supply Antibiotics Ahead of Time?

The model shows that even if post-attack
response is relatively efficient, more than
100,000 deaths are likely in a population of 10
million people. Less aggressive distribution of
antibiotics would increase the number of dead
sevenfold.
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Surprisingly, the calculations suggest early
detection devices would have relatively little
effect. Even if detection of an anthrax attack is
reduced from 48 to six hours after release,
roughly 70,000 people would still die.

On the other hand, enhanced distribution of
medicine and supportive hospital care could cut
the number of deaths by half to 50,000. That
finding prompted Wein and the others to
suggest that distributing antibiotics to the entire

population in case of attack might be a good defensive tactic.

"What has a dramatic benefit is to get antibiotics to not only those who
show symptoms, but to everyone," said Glenn Webb, a mathematician at
Vanderbilt University in Nashville who reviewed the study in the
journal, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.

Pre-distribution poses some serious risks, however, which would need to
be weighed against any benefits.

Experts caution that handing out supplies of the strong antibiotic
ciprofloxacin could lead some people to take the drugs when they don't
need to and such overuse could reduce overall supplies and possibly
diminish the antibiotic's potency over time. Right now, federal, state and
local health agencies do not recommend people stockpile antibiotics or
use antibiotics in anticipation of a bioterrorist event.

Still, policies can change.

Vaccinations Under Way

In July 2002, Wein and Edward Kaplan of the Yale School of Medicine
created a similar mathematical model to predict implications of a
smallpox attack. Their results showed that vaccination of the U.S.
population against smallpox could effectively halt the spread of the
disease.

Since then President Bush has called for up to 500,000 health-care
workers to be vaccinated against smallpox.

An anthrax vaccine exists now, but vaccination is not yet a viable
defense against an anthrax attack, says Wein, because it requires a series
of shots over 18 months and annual boosters to be effective. Also there
is only one supplier and that company already has promised its first 10
million doses for the U.S. military.

The new anthrax model, devised by Wein, Kaplan and David Craft of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, works much like programs
that weather forecasters use by incorporating various factors into
equations and then calculating likely outcomes.

In order to make calculations, the scientists had to assume certain
conditions. Their model is based on the scenario of a single release of 1
kilogram (2.2 pounds) of spores concentrated at a trillion spores per
gram from a height of 100 meters (about 330 feet) in a city of 10 million
people.
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The equations take into account how quickly atmospheric conditions
could disperse anthrax, the rate of progression of the disease, which
increases with the age of the victim and the speed at which officials
could provide antibiotics and hospital care.

By plugging in different numbers for each variable, Wein and others
found that administering antibiotics to a population as quickly as
possible is most critical. To do this and to adequately care for infected
victims, they calculated that one medical specialist would be needed for
every 700 people in a region. They suggest this could be achieved by
training teams of medical specialists in every community.

Some Progress

Although there is no specific official government response plan in place
for an anthrax attack, general response plans have been scripted and
some steps have been taken.

The National Pharmaceutical Stockpile contains enough ciprofloxacin to
treat 12 million people for 60 days and packs are designed to reach any
destination in the country within 12 hours.

And in January 2003, the government announced a new Bio-Watch
surveillance network will provide monitoring systems to detect airborne
anthrax 12 to 24 hours after a release. Although Wein's study showed
reducing detection time from 48 hours has little effect, detection remains
important.

According to the model, a very long delay in detection — nearly five
days — would double the total number of deaths to 200,000.

Kyle Olson, a specialist in weapons of mass destruction at Community
Research Associates, a security consulting firm in Alexandria, Va., says
such programs show the government has begun to make good progress
in preparing for a widespread attack, but more stockpiles and medical
training programs are needed.

"I'm pretty confident we're not prepared," Olson said. "Still, we're
further along than we were a few years ago."

Private companies have also taken steps to prevent attacks and reports
suggest the possible war with Iraq has prompted even more executives
to secure their work areas and mailrooms.

Perception Problem

There is added concern about keeping mail areas secure since a series of
2001 anthrax attacks were dispersed through mailed letters. During the
2001 attacks, a terrorist sent six letters, each containing 1 to 2 grams of
anthrax spores. Five people were killed, but experts say the bioweapon
was not effectively dispersed and the impact could have been much
worse.

A release of a fraction of a gram of anthrax from a secret weapons lab in
1979, for example, infected 94 people and killed at least 64 of them in
the Soviet city of Sverdlovsk (now called Ekaterinburg, Russia).

"We need to form a perception that anthrax is a terrible agent — just as a
nuclear bomb is a terrible agent," said Webb. "Once the public is more
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involved it can greatly increase the efficiency of handling a crisis." 
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